Articles and columns by Bill Lueders regarding the eviction of Elaine Benz

“Editor’s Note: Family Affairs,” 11-17-21, The Progressive

“I Want to Go Home,” press date 1-19-22, The Progressive
PDF version of “I Want to Go Home”

“State Health Department Should Fight Elder Evictions,” commentary on the DHS role, Wisconsin Examiner, 1-31-22

National placements of op-ed sent by Progressive Perspectives:

“Breaking the Law, Paying a Pittance,” 2-4-22, in three publications: The Progressive, Wisconsin Examiner, and Isthmus

Op-ed for Ideas Lab, MJS:

“Illegal elder evictions should bring serious consequences,” op-ed for Ideas Lab, Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, 2/8/22

“My Mother’s Eviction: An Update,” follow-up article in The Progressive, April/May issue

“DHS Reversal Puts Seniors at Risk,” op-ed, 5-3-22, in three publications: The Progressive, Wisconsin Examiner, and Isthmus

“State Winks at My Mom’s Illegal Eviction,” The Capital Times, 5-4-22

“State officials create fake document to cover up misconduct in eviction case,” 6-1-22, in three publications:
Wisconsin Examiner, Isthmus, and The Progressive

“The Betrayal of Elaine Benz,” update in The Progressive, June/July issue
Also as it ran online

Commentary on internal records, 8-3-22, same article, different headlines:
“Records reveal state officials’ response to elder eviction,” Wisconsin Examiner
“Wisconsin health official blindsided by department's about-face,” Isthmus
‘Evicting the Elderly: ‘This Is News to Me,’ ” The Progressive

Article on meeting with T.R. Williams, Aug. 18, same article, different headlines:
“Closing the book on my mother’s eviction: ‘A sad thing that happened,’ ” Wisconsin Examiner
“A sad thing that happened,” Isthmus
“Evicting the Elderly”: A Sad Thing That Happened,” The Progressive

Reflections on My Mom’s Eviction, The Bulwark, August 24, 2022

[Not by Bill Lueders]
Report aired on Fox6, a Milwaukee television station, by Bryan Polcyn.